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request at this time. When you want to take an enjoyable ride and relish your scenic
environment, few motorcycles top the Honda CB. There are both new and pre-owned Honda CB
models for sale in the U. Before going to search for a motorcycle on eBay, take time to improve
your knowledge by learning essential information about bikes in the Honda CB series. Before
searching for a Honda CB for sale or a Honda CB for sale, it is necessary to learn how the two
options differ. These are the key differences between them:. If you're searching for a motorcycle
such as the Honda CBF for sale, one of the most important aspects that you should pay
attention to is the size of the bike. You want to ensure that it is not too small or too big for your
height. Here are a few pointers to help you along the way:. You will find new and used bikes in
the Honda CB series with the following assortment of colours:. Skip to main content. Filter 2.
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also like. Savings are here! Get what you love for less. These are the key differences between
them: Engine capacity: While the engine designs of both models are identical, a major
difference is their capacity. The CB is capable of holding up to cc while the CB extends up to cc.
Brakes: The Honda CB has single-disc front brakes and rear drum brakes. Meanwhile, the CB
has drum brakes both in the front and rear. How to select the right Honda CB motorcycle size If
you're searching for a motorcycle such as the Honda CBF for sale, one of the most important
aspects that you should pay attention to is the size of the bike. Here are a few pointers to help
you along the way: Seat height: This is an important element that influences your comfort as
you ride. From a sitting position, make sure that you can reach all crucial components of the
motorcycle, such as the brakes, hand controls, and so on. A good way to ensure that a bike's
size is suitable for you is by sitting on it with both feet flat on the ground. Footrest: Some Honda
models have the footrest placed in an extended configuration for various reasons. Regardless
of your size, you need to choose a bike that allows your feet to comfortably settle on the
footrest in order to prevent fatigue over long rides. Handlebars: The right handlebar size should
enable you to have full control of the bike while steering without straining to reach forward.
Riding while out of balance is ill-advised, so make sure to find a bar size that allows you to be
stable and at ease. What colours are available for Honda CB motorcycles? You will find new and
used bikes in the Honda CB series with the following assortment of colours: Pearl presto blue
Smoke green Matt uranium Silver metallic Phantom black. Our editors independently research,
test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We
may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. The best CB radios offer
great range, audio clarity, and are a breeze to use regardless of setting. They're a great way to
stay in touch with friends whether you're hiking, drifting on a tube down a river, or in the midst
of a multicar epic road trip. They're also very handy in a number of emergency situations. Our
top choice, the Cobra 29 LX at Amazon, satisfies all those prereqs and has a ton of advances
features as well. For an alternative crisis radio solution, our list of the best emergency radios
has you covered, or read on for the best CB radios currently available. With an outstanding
range of 13 miles, the Cobra 29 LX is one of the most innovative models ever produced in the
category. All 40 CB radio channels are available, while active channel scanning helps narrow
down user preferences to tune in the channels of your choice quickly. The multi-color display

allows you to see transmission level, battery power, time and frequency level, while the speaker
delivers some of the best sounds in the category. As an added bump in functionality, the Cobra
doubles as a PA system as long as you have a separately purchased PA speaker. It has
noise-cancelation to drown out blaring engines on the highway, 40 available channels, NOAA
weather alerts and up to six miles range of use. The color display allows for enhanced viewing
in any lighting conditions and can be brightened or dimmed when needed. The extra-long
microphone cord comes in very handy when you consider the SSB for larger types of vehicles.
Ultra-compact and ready to fit in nearly any shape or size vehicle, the Uniden PROXL is an
outstanding choice for anyone looking to get started in the CB world. The simplified menu
options are paired with a plastic body that ultimately helps keep the cost down. The front of the
Uniden includes a digital LCD to display any of the 40 channels available along with its
respective signal strength. The inclusion of both an automatic noise limiter and squelch control
helps reduce background noise from a passing vehicle. The stock microphone offers decent
enough audio quality and user reviews point out that it beats numerous competitors without
sounding muffled to other CB radio users. The Cobra provides access to the standard 40 CB
channels with additional access to 10 of NOAA's weather channels for greater functionality.
Unique to the Cobra is the inclusion of a dual watch function that allows the CB radio to monitor
two channels at the same time, which can be highly beneficial during times of heavy radio
traffic. Clear sound emanates from the front speaker, while the included noise-cancelation
technology can reduce up to 90 percent of external sounds during radio conversations. The
nine-foot microphone cord is plenty long for vehicles of all sizes. And last channel retention
allows you to quickly flip between your current and previous station. Offering a standout
combination of price and features, the Midland LWX channel mobile CB radio is a great bang for
your buck. The compact size makes it ideal for truckers, while the basic feature set makes it
perfect for everyone else, from beginners to advanced CB radio users. All 40 standard CB radio
channels are available along with four watts of output power for around five miles of range. A
channel locking system helps you stick to the channel of your choice even as the Midland
consistently scans nearby weather channels and provides emergency notifications and weather
alerts. To increase reception, you have complete control over RF gain, plus an automatic noise
limiter also helps to improve a weak signal. The CB radio also doubles as a public-address
system if you have a separately purchased PA speaker , and switching between both
functionalities is easy as flipping a switch. With looks that more closely resemble a walkie-talkie
than a CB radio, the Midland allows for complete portability. The backlit display adds easy
readability no matter the hour of the day, while its small size helps it fit nearly anywhere inside a
vehicle. Powered by six AA batteries or an included adapter for charging via a vehicle's 12V
port, the Midland includes all 40 CB channels, plus 10 NOAA channels and four watts of output
power for a range of around one to three miles. Automatic squelch controls help to improve
reception in weaker signal areas and also enhance sound quality by eliminating background
noise. A dual channel watch feature allows you to monitor an emergency channel, plus another
channel more relevant to your current travels simultaneously. With the ability to utilize both AM
and SSB modes, the driver-friendly format of the menu features make it easy to adjust bands
while on-the-go. The easy-to-read LED back-lit display is convenient for reading during the
evening hours and there is a dimming option to help avoid distractions. The primary display lets
you know which channel you're currently on and a second display adds a five-digit frequency
counter. The inclusion of Galaxy's Galaxy Noise Filter helps increase signal distance, which
adds bonus points to the already notably excellent clear audio that's heard loud and clear by
receiving CB radios. There's also a variable talkback feature that allows you to adjust the
volume and gain of your voice. It's capable of transmitting at 4 watts of power, has RF gain
control, and supports channel operation. One of the biggest selling points is that the radio is
compact, but rugged, so you don't have to be afraid of using it for off-road and commercial
uses. There's even an external speaker jack, so you can connect a PA speaker to address
people outside your vehicles. The Cobra 29 LX view on Amazon will be the best CB radio fit for
most with its outstanding range and active channel scanning. It has a great combination of
performance and controls, along with an LCD display to let you keep track of signal strength.
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a CB radio depends on the strength of the frequency you are using, the structures natural and
manmade the signal has to pass around and through and the size and strength of the antenna.
ANL reduces background noise, improving the sound quality. To best experience your CB radio,
you will want to pay attention to its features. Squelch control prevents constant static when
there are no messages coming in. Some models even pair with a mobile app to further expand
its functionality. There are external speaker jacks, range extenders and so many other features
to enhance your radio communication capabilities. Knowing what and where you plan on using
your CB radio is important when choosing a device. When buying for a smaller vehicle, compact
devices may be more convenient. There are many brands that offer quality CB radios. Oricom,
GME and Uniden are just a few of them. Some brands have specialised features and technology.
Look for rugged Australian devices to be sure that yours will stand up to the outback. Skip to
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is made of tri-chromed steel and fits over the CB controller on the left side of the bike. It uses
self-adhesive tape to mount. A nice chrome accent to brighten up the dash area of the bike.
Recreation time is precious, so who wants to waste that time searching for the right
powersports parts and accessories? Whether you get your kicks in dirt or snow or on the water,
but especially if you have fun in all 3 places, we're your one-stop shop for all your powersports
needs. Our goal is to provide powersports enthusiasts with: the quality parts they need to keep
their machines in good repair, the world-class accessories they crave to upgrade performance
and create a unique look, and the apparel they want to ride safely and comfortably. To achieve
this, we use cutting edge technologies, employ dedicated sales professionals and technical
experts who strive daily to exceed every customer's expectations, and partner with the
industry's top parts and accessories suppliers. Whatever powersports activity you like to do,
exploring the woods on an ATV, charging across the desert on a side-by-side, hitting winter
trails on a snowmobile, or riding the waves on a personal watercraft, we know that you treasure
your recreation time. So, whether you need a replacement part, a new set of tires, a snowsuit, or
a life vest, we want to make sure you get exactly what you want, at the best price, in the least
amount of time, so you can quickly be back onboard your machine and having fun. All rights
reserved. Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On the go Daily Deals. Guaranteed Fitment. Always
the correct part. In-House Experts. We know our products. Our Newsletter:. Product Details. All
manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions, used in our images and text are used solely
for identification purposes only. There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time.
Citizen's band radios, better known as CB radios, provide reliable means of radio
communication. They provide truckers, small businesses, and radio enthusiasts with with a
system for company, information, and interaction on the road, at home, or at work. Choosing a
CB radio involves determining your needs and desires for your radio. For example, if you're a
trucker, you'll probably want all an Automatic Noise Limiter, a backlight, automatic access to
the trucker channel, and RF Gain control. These features increase the clarity of the radio signal
and increase your safety on the road. But, if you're a hobbyist, you may not need all of these
features. Range depends on the CB's output power. This radius varies according to weather,
antennae position, grounding, the location of any neighbouring radios communicating with you,
congestion, and output power. Consult local laws for the maximum legal ranges. The simplest
technique entails changing the item's length. Different lengths may improve your antenna's use
of its metallic ground plane. In stationary setups, the metallic ground plane is a metal surface
needed below your CB radio antenna. For vehicle setups, the actual surface of your vehicle is
the metallic ground plane. Antennae utilize the metallic ground plane to transmit signals, so
length in relation to the metallic ground plane is crucial. If adjusting the length doesn't tune it,
consider switching the location on your vehicle or switching the location of your metallic

ground plane in your home setup. Their short antennas limit the range of communication, so
they're well suited to two-way communication in outdoor rec, retail security and sales
installations, or between parties at the mall. Generally, expect 1 to 2 miles of range per foot of
antenna. Non-invasive CB radio antenna mount types eliminate the need to drill holes to mount
the radio though you're free to use the kind that requires drilling if you want a more permanent
and secure radio. Examples of non-invasive CB radio antennas include the following:. Skip to
main content. Shop by Category. Model see all. Cobra 29 LTD Classic. Cobra 25 LTD. Cobra 19
Ultra III. Memory see all. United States. Korea, Republic of. Color see all. Type see all. Brand see
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better known as CB radios, provide reliable means of radio communication. How do you choose
a CB radio? How do you determine the range of your CB? How do you tune your CB antenna? Is
a handheld CB radio just as powerful? How do you put a CB radio in your car? Examples of
non-invasive CB radio antennas include the following: Mirror bar mounts attach to the rear-view
mirrors on front door of the car. Trunk lip mounts hook under the lid of your trunk or hood.
Magnet mounts attach magnetically to the body of your car. There seems to be a problem
serving the request at this time. State-of-the-art CB radios will provide you with a vital
communication lifeline when you are on the road, in the great outdoors or when you want to talk
over the airwaves as part of a group. CB radios often conjure up the image of truckers talking to
each while at the wheel of their respective vehicles, but since the CB licence was scrapped in
they have grown in popularity. CB stands for Citizens Band and a CB radio can be useful for
people who do a lot of driving, such as farmers at work, couriers and taxi drivers. These radios
are also handy for motorcyclists and motorhome drivers who travel in convoy. Theres also an
enthusiastic group of CB radio hobbyists who like to talk over the airwaves. There are different
types of CB radio available and they can be found sold as new, refurbished and used. The types
of CB radio available include base stations, mobile or in-vehicle and portable or handheld. Base
stations are suitable for businesses who need to communicate with their drivers or the at-home
enthusiast who wants to chat with friends. They can be found sold as antiques dating back to
the s, as used or refurbished. A base station sold as new, from brands such as Uniden or TTI,
will often come with an aerial or antenna and other accessories. A mobile CB radio can be fitted
into a vehicle and most will give you access to 40 channels on FM, while others will also provide
you with AM channels. Handheld, or portable, CB radios, often called a walkie-talkie, are useful
for travelling by road or foot. Handheld CB radios can be weatherproof for outdoor use, have an
illuminated screen for when it is dark and can be bought as a single system, or as part of a set.
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life. There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time. Citizen band radio, commonly
called CB, offers a system of short-distance radio communications between folks, typically on a
selection of 40 channels within the 27 MHz 11 meter band. CB radio is available in many
countries around the world. Galaxy offers affordable, high-quality CB radios to users of all skill
levels. In most countries, CB operation does not require a license, and unlike amateur radio, it
can be used for either business or personal communications. CB radios can also be used for
emergency communications. Channel 9 is instantly reported to highway patrol, police, and
rescue services in the receiving area, and the station can be used to relay distress messages,
suspicious activity, or vehicle failure. The station is also used by authorities to issue important
messages such as Amber alerts. Use the microphone part of this mobile radio to relay your
message and end with a roger beep to let others know you're done talking. No, you do not need
a license to operate a CB radio. CB radio users must still abide by all the FCC rules regarding
use. There is no minimum age to be a CB radio user. All of these Galaxy radios offer the same
transmission power - 4 watts as required by law. So when it comes to choosing a radio, it boils
down to deciding which features are important your user experience. That makes the primary
difference between CB radios their size and feature set -- not how much power output they offer
and how far they can talk. The one exception would be SSB single-sideband modulation
equipped radios which transmit at 12 watts of power as opposed to 4 watts and can legally give
the user more transmit range. In general terms, the range for a mobile CB radio can be
anywhere from 1 or 2 miles up to 20 to 25 miles or more, depending on the terrain, the type of
antennas used, and other considerations. Stationary CB setups or "Home base stations", with
larger roof-mounted base antennas, will provide more range than ground level mobile units and
small handheld "Walkie" style radios. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by Category. Model
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Citizen band radio, commonly called CB, offers a system of short-distance radio
communications between folks, typically on a selection of 40 channels within the 27 MHz 11
meter band. What is a CB radio used for? Do you need a license to operate a CB radio? How do
you choose a Galaxy CB radio? What range can you reach on a CB radio?

